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Model 3-5, 0 01875 Scale Model of the 
MSC Orbiter Shuttle Base-lane Con­
figuration 
Model Installation in the Test Section 




3 Axis Systems, showing direction and 
sense, force and moment coefficients, 




1 Test Conditions 3 




A 0.01875 scale model (model S-5) of a preliminary version of 
the NASA/MSC orbiter shuttle configuration was tested (MSC test 
series S-XXXVIII) in the Texas A&M University Low Speed Wind Tunnel 
on 8-10 July and 30-31 July, 1970. The purpose of the test was to 
determine the effects of changes in the aspect ratio, leading and 
trailing edge sweep angles, and area of the vertical tail on the 
directional stability of the vehicle. Forty-one vertical tails 
were used in this test program. The data are reduced about the center 
of gravity located at .60 of the body length This test was conducted 
at a Mach number of 0.25 and a Reynolds number of 1.7 x 106 per foot. 
The model was basically tested at an angle of attack of 2 degrees over 
a sideslip range of 0 to 10 degrees. Some angle of attack excursions 
and sideslip sweeps from -10 to 10 degrees were made in the preliminary 





The Texas A& University Low Speed Wind Tunnel is a continuous closed
 
circuit horizontal single return facility The overall circuit length is
 
397.5 feet, the tunnel is constructed of steel supported above the ground on 
concrete pillars The rectangular 7 foot by 10 foot test section is 16 feet 
long, and it is operated at atmospheric pressure through a speed range from 
zero to 300 feet per second. The tunnel @s powered by a 1250 KVA synchronous 
electric motor which drives a 12 -foot diameter Curtiss Electric propeller, 
the controls for the motor and its auxiliaries are located in the control 
room. Cooling of the tunnel circuit during warm weather is accomplished by 
spraying the outside of the tunnel shell with water, this keeps the tunnel 
circuit temperature within lO°F of ambient temperatures to protect models 
and to maintain tolerable test section working conditions for model configu­
ration changes. The 7 x 10 test section incorporates an external pyramid 
balance system which separates and independently measures the aerodynamic 
components, a variety of support systems for this balance are available. 
Internal balances are also available for use in this tunnel. For a more de­
tailed description of this tunnel refer to the Low Speed Wind Tunnel Facility 










REYNOLDS NUMBER DYNAMIC PRESSURE STAGNATION TEMPERATURE 
MACH NUMBER per foot (pounds/sq ft. (degrees Fahrenheit) 
.25 1.7 x 1O6 91 95
 





NF 500 lbs .5% max load 
SF 500 lbs __ _ 
AF 150 lbs 













Forces and moments were measured by an internal strain gage balance in the
 




SREF = S = wing planform area = .321 ft2
 
1REF = a = wing mean aerodynamic chord = .23 ft 
b = wing span = 1.5 ft 
Axial force was not corrected for model base pressure effects nor have the
 
data been corrected for tunnel effects.
 
Moment coefficients are referenced about a point 15.52 inches from the nose
 
of the model. This corresponds to 60% of the body length All data are
 








B1 = Baseline fuselage MSC orbiter S-5 
(August 1969 configuration) 
W1 = Wing MSC orbiter S-5 (May 1969 configuration) 
V3 Vertical tail MSC configuration) 
H6 Horizontal stabilizer MSC orbiter 
(August 1969 configuration) 
S-5 
The model component dimensional data are found on the following
 





B1 W1H6 V3 
BiWiH6 V 101 -*141
 
Figures 1 and 2 are drawings of the basic configuration (BIW1H6V3 )
 
and tunnel installation. These drawings are not drawn to scale.
 
With the exception of V3 all of the vertical tails tested were flat
 
plates with a rounded~leading edge and a tapered trailing edge In
 
Table 2 the planform characteristics are presented.
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+X 2588 in8. + _~WL 2.40 n 
4.0014 in,7,
 
25.87 in. - 18 0 I11 
Data reduction center at c/4 
(a) Configuration B1W1V3 H6 . 
Figure 1.- Model S-5, 0 01875 scale model of the MSC orbiter
 
shuttle base-line configuration 
Sta 0.0 Sta 13.837
 




Cb) Fuseta e i 
Figure 1~- Continued 
-x 
Sta 17.261 
-" _" -" " ___ 
_ Sta 12.211 
Sta 11.25 




Fc) wing owi). 
Figure 1.- Continued. 
z] 




4.313 in. I 
Sa 21.557 Sta 25.87 P-- 0.532 m. 
(d) Vertical stabilizer (V3). 
Figure I - Continued 
+y 




10.20 I­ 12.90 
1.06 in.' 
(e) Horizontal stabilizer (H6 ). 













Figure 2.- Model installation in the test section at Texas A. and M. 
University's Low Speed Wind Tunnel. 
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GENERAL DESCRIPTION St . t - .o---,0\ & " A\ta 
DRAWING NUMBER S %fo0\5O 
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MODEL COMPONENT. V\x ) .4 \
 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION ox\\Z '&c\t \\ 'kAS o cst,'- S-3
 
DRAWING NUMBER -3-1ICOoickV? 






Planform R \k _, . _-\ 
Wetted \ C. _ __S) , 
Span (equivalent) 7" 8o.0 ,, 
Aspect Ratio 1,o& 
Rate of Taper , ___"_ 
Taper Ratio 113 
Diehedral Angle, degrees I).0 
Incidence Angle, degrees t,,o 





Sweep Back Angles, degrees
 
Leading Edge . ,0 qCS 
Trailing Edge -'L 0\ -z .o 
0 25 Element Line \G' oS \0.o0 
Chords n c.-s 
Root (Wing Sta 0.0) 4o'8 9,4 
Tip, (equivalent) (,_ \,1.8 
MAC \_ , _ 
Fus. Sta of 25 MAC t2_, 64,_' 
W P of 25 MAC 3,-VaIooS 

BL of 25 MAC 
Airfoil Section 
Root -, Govc-\4 
Tip wU .CA 02 10Q0IV OL4 
EXPOSED DATA 
Area ,t\_\ \0 ,2.1"
 
Span, (equivalent) -T Q0,.a \,I4
 






Root \, , . 
Tip 8. z , b 
MAC I 'iLs.
Fus. Sta of .25 MAC 4. \_,____ 
W.P. of 25 MAC '--t- S,\
 
B L. of 25 MAC
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)MODEL COMPONENT. , LAo(';.. 
"-
GENERAL DESCRIPTION % _ OLCG. S-r Tp\9 .\Q&.. 
DRAWING NUMBER \ 
DIMENSIONS FULL-SCALE MODEL SCALE 
TOTAL DATA 
Area \ 
P1 anform - 14'jfl \1) , ___ 
Wetted _ 
Span (equivalent) \i .s ,g , 'c 
Aspect Ratio 
Rate of Taper 
_\_ 
I--
Lk' , 10 
Taper Ratio 





Incidence Angle, degrees 01.0 
Aerodynamic Twist, degrees 0, 3o,6 
Toe-In Angle -
Cant Angle _ 
Sweep Back Angles, degrees 
Leading Edge 
Trailing Edge \-, CA 
_,_- "__. 
O 25 Element Line ,A, 
Chords W. 
Root (Wing Sta 0.0) 
Tip, (equivalent) 
o_,_13_,o_ 
S. \, 0-11 
MAC _\__o_ _, _-\ _ 
Fus Sta of 25 MAC \ - .re 
Y STA. .25 MAC 
B L of .25 MAC 







00 t.'- IL---A 
nQ L--4 
00_ -­ k 
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MODEL COMPONENT A \-. A\ % VI 
"
 GENERAL DESCRIPTION . p0 l SCC - Z.t iiAE.h S-
DRAWING NUMBER __C___________ 









Span (equivalent) '-Z..0, i 9Ia 
Aspect Ratio ,4 
Rate of Taper _ 
Taper Ratio o,'L

Diehedral Angle, degrees C),o
0,_
 
Incidence Angle, degrees ,0 0 0 
Aerodynamic Twist, degrees o, 0__,o
 
Toe-In Angle _ _ --
Cant Angle 
Sweep Back Angles, degrees 
Leading Edge NS,,0 0
 
Trailing Edge \S. (_, 0
 
0.25 Element Line 4t '-- 5-
Chords 
Root (Wing Sta 0.0) _ '- cl 
Tip, (equivalent) .- L3. 
MAC _ ,11 
Fus Sta of .25 MAC a _ 0,____ 
IZ STA. .25 MAC ., 3 
B L of 25 MAC 
Airfoil Section 
Root I.- A 3arLA_ 
Tip P&4- oo -64f -k'04. 
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TABLE 2 - VERTICAL TAIL PLANFORM CHARACTERISTICS.
 
TAIL 














(ft)' (ft) (dog) (deg) (deg) (ft) (it) 































































































































































































121 200 2 0 20 406 45 30 41 81 14 22 5 78 





















































LEADING TRAILING QUARTER 
TAIL EDGE EDGE CHORD ROOT TIP 
NO. AREA ASPECT RATIO SPAN TAPER RATIO SWEEP SWEEP SWEEP CHORD CHORD 
(ft) 2 (ft) (deg) (deg) (deg) (ft) (ft) 
128 3oo 1 10 1 o 0 0 0 10 10 





















132 200 2 0 20.0 154 45 15 39 24 17 33 2 67 
133 300 1.0 17 32 464 45 15 39.25 23.66 10 98 
134 300 2.0 24 49 .155 45 15 39 25 21.21 3 29 
135 400 1 0 20 0 .463 45 15 39 23 27 34 12 66 
136 400 2.0 28 28 154 45 15 39 24 24 51 3.77 
137 500 1 0 22 36 464 45 15 39 24 30.55 14 17 
138 500 2 0 31 62 .154 45 15 39 24 27 40 4 22 
139 600 1.0 24.49 .463 45 15 39 23 33.49 15 50 
14o 600 2.0 34.64 .154 45 15 39 24 30 02 4 62 
141 200 J.5 17.32 291 45 15 39.25 17 89 5 21 
Notes.
 
1. Positive directions of force coefficients
 




2. For clarity, origins of wind and stability
 








Figure 3. Axis systems, showing direction and sense of force and 




SYMBOL SYMBOL DEFINITION 
22 2 
Ab base area; m , ft2 , n 
a speed of sound, m/sec, ft/sec 
AR ASPECT aspect ratio, b2 IS 
b REFB wing span or reference span; in, ft, in 
c wing chord, m, ft, in 
a wing mean aerodynamic chord or reference 
chord; in, ft, in (see jref or refl) 
c.g. center of gravity 
C.P. center of pressure 
CA CA axial force coefficient, FA/qSref 
CAB base axial force coefficient, [ (p,0 -pb/q 
b (Ab/Sref) 
CA CAF forebody axial force coefficient, CA - CA 
CD CDTOTL drag force coefficient in the wind axis 











Ci, s CSL 














drag force coefficient m the stability axis
system, FD/q ref 
lift force coefficient (stability or wind axis) 
FL/q Sref 
rolling moment coefficient in body axis 
system, Mx/q Sref b 
rolling moment coefficient in the stability 
axis system, Mx, s/q Sref b 
rolling moment coefficient in the wind axis 
system, Mx, w/q Sref b 
pitching moment coefficient in the body axis 
system, M/q Sref I ref 
pitching moment coefficient in the stability
axis system, C = C 
in,s in 
pitching moment coefficient in the wind axis 
system, M w/q Sref Iref 
normal force coefficient in the body axis 





SYMBOL SYMBOL DEFINITION 
Cn CYN yawing moment coefficient in the body axis 
system, Mz/q Sref b 
Cn, s CLN yawing moment coefficient in the stability 
axis system, Cn, S = Cn 
C 
n,w 
CLN yawing moment coefficient in the wind axis 
system, Mz, 5 ref b 




CY side force coefficient (body or stability axis 
system), FY/q Sref 
C CC side force coefficient (wind axis system), 
F/q Sref 
FA axial force, N, lb 
FD drag force in wind axis system; N, lb 
F; drag force in the stability axis system; N, lb 
FL lift force (stability or wind axis system); N, lb 






















side force; N, lb 
normal to axial force ratio 
reference length; in, ft, in (see c) 
lift-to-drag ratio, CL/CD (stability axis 
system) 
lift-to-drag ratio, CL/CD (wind axis system) 
Mach number 
abbreviation for moment reference point 
abbreviation for moment reference point 
on x-axis 
abbreviation for moment reference point 
on y-axis 
abbreviation for moment reference point 
on z-axis 
rolling moment in the body axis system,N-m, ft-lb 






























pitching moment in the body (or stability)
 
axis system; N-m, ft-lb
 




yawing moment m the body axis system;

N-m, ft-lb 
yawing moment in the wind axis system; N-m, ft-lb 
static pressure; N/m 2 ; psi 
total pressure; N/m 2 ; psi 
dynamic pressure; N/m 2 , psi, psf 
Reynold's number per unit length; million/ft. 
2wing area; m , ft2 
reference area; m2 , ft2 
temperature; °K, 0C, OR, OF 
speed of vehicle relative to surrounding 





SYMBOL SYMBOL 	 DEFINITION 










 angle of attack, angle 	between the projection 
of the wind Xw-axns on the body X, Z-plane 
and the body X-axis, 	 deg 
BETA 	 sideslip angle, angle between the wind Xw-axis 
and the projection of this axis on the body 
X-Z-plane; deg 
'V 	 ratio of specific heats 
F DIHDRL 	 wing dihedral angle; deg 




AILRON 	 aileron - left aileron trailing edge down 
ELVATR 	 elevator - trailing edge down 
RUDDER 	 rudder - traling edge to the left 
FLAP 	 flap - trailing edge down 
TAB 	 tab - trailing edge down with respect 
to control surface
 








LSWP leading edge sweep of the vertical 
tail, degrees 
TSWEEP trailing edge sweep of the vertical 
tail, degrees 
AREA parameter name for vertical tail 







e pitch angle, angle of rotation about the body 
Y-axis, positive when the positive Z-axis is 




roll angle, angle of rotation about the body X­
axis, positive when the positive Y-axis is 
rotated toward the positive Z- axis, deg 
yaw angle, angle of rotation about the body 
Z-axis, positive when the positive X-axis is 






















elevator or elevon 
flap 
rudder or ruddervator 
stability axis system 
tail, or total conditions 






A tabulated data listing, consisting of all aero data sets, both original
 
and those created in arriving at the plotted material to be presented subse­
quently, is available as an addendum to this report. The tabular listing is
 
made up in three sections:
 
(a) 	a brief summary list of all data sets containing the identifier,
 
the descriptor, and the resident dependent variables.
 
(b) 	an expanded list of all data sets, containing the identifier,
 
the descriptor, the resident dependent variables, reference
 
data, parameters and respective values, and independent varia­
ble ranges.
 
(c) 	the full list of all data sets containing all resident or
 
selected aerodynamic coefficients of the data sets as well as
 
the above mentioned information.
 
The listing is currently sent on limited distribution to the following organ­
izations-
NASA AMES Mr. John Axelson 
NASA LaRC Mr. David Stone 
NASA MSC Mr. Ray Nelson 
NASA MSFC Mr Jim Weaver 
If copies of this listing are desired, please contact the above or the cog­
nizant SADSAC personnel who, for this data, is
 
W. R. Morgan 
Department 2780
 
Chrysler Corporation Space Division
 








nATA PLOT INDEX 
LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL STARILITY CHARACTrRISTICS. M$sr S-S ORA. FFFECT OF SIDFSLIP 
DEpENDENT VARTABLE Vg TNDEPENDENT VARIABL$F PARAMETRIC STUDY 
DAT&CFTS PLnTTFn-
RG7002 RG7003 
DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING 











LATERAl I/DIRFCTIONAl STARII ITY rHARArTFRTSTIq M S.r, ORA- tFrFCT OF ALPHA
 

































































































LATERAL/DIRECTIONAI STABILITY rHARArTrRISTTct, MCC S..; ORR$ FFrECT OF AfREA
 




RG7OII RG7OSN RG7S6 RG7058 RG7060
 
DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE
 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING
 
CY BETA 1A 1A
 
CYN BETA 17 17
 




RG7018 RG7055 RG7057 RG7059 RG7061
 
DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE
 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING
 
CY BETA 19 19 
CYN BETA 20 z 
CBL BETA 21 21 
LATERAI/aIRFCTIAN*I STABItITY CHARACTERISTtcs MSC S-S OAR, ASPECT RATTO EFFECT 
DEPENDENT VAR1 ABqE V5 INnlEpEHnENT VARARL F. PA AMFTjr RTJDY 
DATASEIT P.ATTR 876 
.67017 R ojj RG7063 RG7053 
DEPENDENT jNDEPENDENT

ARIABE VARIABLE BEGINNNG /
 
CY BETA 22 2
 
CYN BETA 23 23
 
CBL BETA 2q 24
 
LATERAL/DIRFCTIONAL STABILITY DATA, MSr S-r ORA. FrFECT OF LEanING EnGF SWFEP
 




RG7Oq3 RG7Oql RG7038 RG7036
 
DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE
 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING
 
CY BETA 25 2S
 
CYN BETA 26 26
 
CBL BETA 27 27
 
LATERAl /OIRFCTIONaI STARII ITY DATA. MSC S-r ORaI FFVECT AF TRAILING pGE ifsEF
 






DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE
 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING
 
CY BETA 2R 
 2A
 
CYN BETA 29 29
 







DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE
 




CYN BETA 32 32
 







DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE
 
VARIABLE VARIABLE 
 BEGINNING / ENDING
 
rY BETA 34 3I
 
CYN BETA 35 35
 





LATRAi JDIRFCTONAI STARTII TY rHA ArTFRTSTTrg- MqC SC. AQdA AqoECT RATIO EFFECT
 
DEPENDFNT VARIABLE V5 INnEPENnENT VARTARLP PARAMETRIC STUDY
 




DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE
 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING
 
CY HFTA 37 A7 
cYN BETA 38 38 
_CBL BETA 39 39 
49
 
LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL STABILITY DATA, NSc S.V OMi, 
 EFFECT Or TEAILING EDcE SWEEp
 





























































































































DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE
 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEQINNING, / ENDING
 
YN SETA 51 53
 






nE~pFmnJvT INnEPrWnEV PLOT pAt
 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING
 
CY BETA 55 55 
CYN BETA 56 56 
cBL BETA 57 57 
LI EARAI/ ITIONPL SiTACT.ITV gHACTFw1;TiCq MS S"& ngk; FFyFrT OF ARI# 




RG70'4 RG7035 RG7OqS RG7046
 
DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE
 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING
 
cy BETA ' A 58 
CYN BETA 59 S9
 
CBL BETA 60 60
 
L.ATEPAI/ RrTLnN STARUITY DAT, MS eQARC 1 COHPARISON OF V3 DATA 
DEPENDENT VARIAA.V S1INOEPENDENT VAD:ARLEI
 
DAT&#TS DEPFNDENT TNDFPVNnFNT PlOT PA.F 
PLOTTED VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING
 
RG70f8 CY BETA 61 61
 
RG7048 CYN BETA 62 62
 







LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL STABILITY CHARACTERISTICS, MSC S-5 ORB, EFFECT OF SIDESLIP
 






La-- - _=____• ____ -- _____ ____ 
ANGLE OF ATTACK# ALPHA, DEGREES 
$ykaL BETA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
-5 ao MAC" a zsO REFS a 3210 5 FT 
- 10ovaO REFL 0 2300 FT 
REF3 I $coo FT 
XHRF 13 , 200 IN 
INN 2400.00 IN 
REFERENCE FILE SCALE 1 8750 PCT 
MSC SER 38 S-5 ORBITER BWH ER67002) 11 FEB 71 PAGE I 













w 2 1 4 6 9 11 11 12 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL BETA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
O -5 000 MACH a 250 REFS a 3210 so FT 
REFL a 2300 FTS -10 000 
 REFS 1 5000 FT 




ZMRP 2 4000 IN 
1a'S T
 REFERENCE FILESCL 
MSC SER 38 S-5 ORBITER BWH CRG7O02) 11 FEB 71 PAGE 2 
__ 












-. 03 L__ 
"*Z - 9 
 2 2 3 4 3 6 r 8 la10 1 12 
ST OL BEA ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
PARAMETRIC VALUES 




 0 3210 SQ F T 
I sooo FT
soGoREFL 
 0 2300 FTXMRP 




 2MRPr 4000 
 IN4
SCALE 1 8750 FCT
MSC SER 38 
S-5 ORBITER BWH 
 CRG7002) 
 11 FEB 71 PAGE 3 
LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL STABILITY CHARACTERISTICS, MSC S-5 ORB. EFFECT OF ALPHA
 
U 2 
I I -t 
-
SYMBOL ALPHAo a 0000EIL 
00 ARDDEFB 
G 000 
I o~a10 Dan 
MSC SER 38 
a -6 -4 2 a 2 4 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES 
PARAMETRIC VALUES 
MACH a 250 
S •00XMRP 
REFERENCE FILE 
S-5 ORBITER BWH CRG7OO9) 11 
6 a so 12 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS a 3210 SO IT 
0 2'00 FT 
I loll IT 
15 -200 IN 
YMRP 0 Ooo 
ZMRP 2 4000 IN 
SCALE 1 6750 PC T 
FEB 71 PAGE 4 
LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL STABILITY CHARACTERISTICS, MSC S-5 ORB EFFECT OF ALPHA
 
121 









- s - a4 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
SVMOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORHATION 
a 000 MACH 0.00 REFS a 3210 SQ FTEFL U 2300 FT13 	 a=ga o 	 REFS 1 5000 FT 
o 	 4000 XnRp 15 5200 IN
 
a o0 YiRP a 0000
 
ZNRP 2 4000 IN
b 0.004 RFERNCE FIL 	 SCAE 1 8710 PCT 
MSC SER 38 S-5 ORBITER BWH 	 CRG700S3 11 FEB 71 PAGE 5
 
LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL STABILITY CHARACTERISTICS. MSC S-5 ORB. EFFECT OF ALPHA
 














MSC SER 38 
-10 6 4 2 a 2 4 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
PARAMETRIC VALUES 




S-5 ORBITER BWH CRGTOOB) 11 
a1 12 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS a 3210 SO FT 
EFL 9 2300 FT 
REFS 1 5000 FT 
XMRF is sz00 IN 
YHRP a 0000 
ZNRPE 2 4000 IN 
SCA LE 8750 PCT 
FEB 71 PAGE 6 








SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
5?HB ALPHA PARAHETRIC YAL S REVERENCE INFORNATION 
P 00 KgACH 0.250 AREA 200 000 REVS 0 3210 SQ FT 
a 000 ASPECT 1 000 LS t(P *5 coo REFL 0 2300 FT 
S000 ISI.C 15 000 nero 15000 FT 
A .0o THRP 0 0000 
6 00 ZHRF 2 4000 IN 
to coo £FRWCC nix SCALC 1 0750 PCT 
uSC SER 38 6-5 ORBITER BWHV11I CR670102 11 FEB 71 PAGE 7
 












-412 -10 -8 -6 -4 -2 a 2 4 6 t 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE- BETA, DEGREES
 
5TMDLAPHAFARAHETRIC VALUES REFERENCE iNrORMATION 
a coo MACH 0 230 AREA 200 000 REF5 a 3210 5Q FT 
coo0 ASFECT 1 000 LSUEEF 45 000 REFL 0 2300 SFT 
REFS 1 5000 FT 
S 4 000 TSWEEF is 000 XHRP 15 5 2OO IN 
a6000 YHRP 0 0000 
SOOZMRP Z 4000 IN 
ID000 FRNC I SCALE 1 8 a0 PCT 
MSC SER 38 S-5 ORBITER BWHVIII CRGTOIO) 11 FEB 7L PAGE 8 









2 -t - - 24 a1 
Z -$ 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC OALUE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 A 099 MAC" a 09 AREA zoo ao REFS 0 3n10 39 FT 
13 2 D ASPCT I coo L3WEEP 45 coo REFL 0 2300 F T 
FB !0,00O FT 
a can YMRP 0 0000 
. *a0 ZMRP 2 4000 IN 
10.00: Rea £c flu SCALE 1 $750 PCT 
MSC SER 38 S-5 ORBITER BWHVIII CRG7010) 11 FEB 71 PAGE 9 










$1 - 4 2 0 2 4 8 10 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES 

























A 5 zoIn00 
FT 
IN 
YHRF a 00 o0 
ZMRF 2 4000 IN 
REEEC IESCALE 1 8750 PCT 
MSC SER 38 S-5 ORBITER BWHVI02 CRG7017) 11 FEB 71 PAGE 10 









LLJ ... . 
u1 
. . . .. I ..... ... , , TT 












SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA# DEGREES 
PARAKETRIC VALUE S 
ACH a 250 AREA 200 go
10 O 35£C' O L~ E 4 00 
* II oo ASECTa ao LSEPR5 00UPTSWEEFP IS 000 
REFERENCE F{IE 
REFERENCE INFORATION 
REFS U 3210 SQ FT 
EFL 0 2300 FT 
I soon FT 
XMRP 15 5 200 IN 
YRF 0,000,ZMRP 2 40oQ IN 
SCALE 1 $750 PCT 
MSC SER 38 S-5 ORBITER BWHV02 IRG7017} 11 FEB 71 PAGE I1 






















o 2 000 
O Goo00 
MSC SER 38 
-10 - - 6 - 4 2 0 2 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETh. DEGREES 
FARAMETRIC VALUES 
HACH 0 zs AREA 200 0o 
ASPECT a 50U L 3EP 45 000 
TSWE F 1 o0 
REFERENCE FILE 
S-5 ORBITER BWHV102 CR67017) 
4 
11 
6 a III l-
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 0 321C 50 FT 
REFL 0 2300 FTREFO 1 5000 FT 
XHRP 15 5200 IN 
YRP 0 0000 
ZNRP 2 4000 IN 
SCALE 2 8750 PCT 
FEB 71 PAGE 12 









-10 a -6 -4 4 a t 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
2 co M0ACH 0 250 AREA LBO coo REFS a 3t10 59 FT 
0 1 00 APECLS 5 00 02300Z000 P EFL FT
 
so00 LSEE 4go AP T COREFS 
 o 120D FTT3W9P is goo XHRF 15 5?.00 IN 
YMRP a DODO 
ZMRP z 4000 IN 
REFERENCE FILE SCALE I SISO PCT 
HSC SER 39 S-5 ORBITER BWHV120 CR670181 11 FEB 71 PAGE 13
 
LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL STABILITY CHARACTERISTICS, MSC S-5 ORB, EFFECT OF ALPHA
 
,





SID IANL. BEA DEGREE 
20 
-1 Iz -6 - 4 -2a246 aI 
SIDEREERNC SLINFNLERBAT.DEGEE 
SYMBOL ALPHA PA12AMETRIC VALUESRE RNC IFOMTN 
o 000 MACH 0 250 AREA 200 000) REFS 0 3210 SO FT 
10 000 ASPECT 2 co0 LS .EEP 45 000 REFS 0 c230 FT 






REFERENCE FILE SCALE 1 850 PCT 
MSC SER 38 S-5 ORBITER BWHV120 CRG"018) 11 FEB 71 PAGE 14 


















ci-'°04 -zo - __- ___ I 0 2 4 6 o lSIDE,. 

3YMSOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALVES REFERENCE INFORMATION; 
2 ag M0ACH a 2$0 AREA Zoo 000 REFS 0 3210 So- FT 
so 0v0 ASPECT 2 000 LSklECP 43 000 REFL 0 2300 FTRcFS 1 5000 FT 
TSW £ 0DXR 13 55200 IN 
0 U000yNRP
ZNRP 2 400 0 IN 
REFERE£NCE FILEI SCALE I 8?50 PCT 
MSC SER 38 S-5 ORBITER BWHV120 [RG7018) 11 FES 71 PACE 15
 
0 
LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL STABILITY CHARACTERISTICS. MSC S-5 ORB, EFFECT OF AREA
 











6 a to 22
-2 - - - 4 - a 2 4 






SYMBOL AREA PARAMETRIC VALUES 














































LI -SO 4 	 2 4 a so Is 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
 
SYMOOL AREA PARANCTRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION[00.000
HACH 0 ago ASPECT I ODD REFS 	 0 3210 SO FT 
300 000 LSAEP 45 aoD TSWEP IS aoD 	 REFL a Z300 FT 
REFS I scou FT 
400 000 ALPHA 2 000 XMRP is 5200 m 
ODD ao YNRP a DOUG 
500GO ZNRP a 4000 IN 
SCALE I also FCTREFERENCE FILE 

MSC SER 38 S-5 ORBITER 8WHV111 	 CR07011) 11 FEB 71 PAGE 17 
LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL STABILITY CHARACTERISTICS, MSC S-5 ORB. EFFECT OF AREA
04~~ j 

















o 200 000 
300 000 
o 400 Goo 
A sOaagD 
4 DOD 
MSC SER 38 
-1- -8 -6 -_ - 4 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETh, DEGREES 
PARAMETRIC VALUES 
MACH 0 250 ASPECT 1 000 
LSWEEF 45 000 TSWEP 15 000 
ALPHA 2 000 
REFERENCE FILE 
S-5 ORBITER BWHVIII CRG7O11) 11 
6 S 12 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 0 3210 SQ FT 
REFL 0 2300 FREF8 1 5000 F 
XHRP 15 5200 IN 
YHRP 0 0000 
ZNRP 2 4000 IN 
SCALE 1 8750 PCT 
FEB 71 PAGE 18 







- -1* -10 -0 -4 -4 - 0 2 4 2 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES 
SYMBOL AREA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORHATION 
0 ZOO 000 HACN 0 250 ASPECT 2 000 REFS 0 3210 SO FT 
30G 000 LSIEEP 45 0o TSILEP 15 Goo REFLREFS a1 23005000 FTFT 
400 000 ALPHA 2 00a XRRP is 300 IN 
500 00 Y14RP a 000 
600 000 Z*RP 2 400f IN 
REFERENCE PILE SCALE I 8750 PCT 
MSC SER 36 S-5 ORBITER BWHV120 CRG7018 11 FEB 71 PAGE 19
 
LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL STABILITY CHARACTERISTICS, MSC S-5 ORB, EFFECT OF AREA
 
X 0 









-10 - 8 6 - 4 -2 a 2 4 0 a 10 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES 
SyHWL AREA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 200 0000 MACH a 250 ASPECT 2 DOg REFSREFL a0 32102300 SQ FTFT 
300go9 SETWP 4 isgoREFS 1 $000 FT 
40, 000 ALPHA z goo X'RP is 5200 IN 
$G DOD99 YMRP 0 ov00 
0009 Z14RP 2 4000 IN 
MEECFIESCALE 1 8750. PCT 
MSC SER 38 S-5 ORBITER BWHV120 CRG7018] 11 FES 71 PAGE 20 














r -. 05- ____ __ 
o -04 S 00RrS 0 _. __0 __C __ 
z -8-4 -1 0 
s0000 0S2C MACHF Z0 ASPECT 2 OGG REFS 0 3210 S r 
REFL 0 2300 F T 
400 DOG ALPHA 2 Gag X RF 15 25ZO 0N
 
a Soo 000 YHRP a 0000 
S00NRP Z 4000 IN 
-10RFERENCE FILE 
 SCALE 1 8750 PCT 
MSC SER 38 S-5 ORBITER BWHV120 CRGTOI8) 11 FEB 71 PAGE 21 
-I 







uz _ _ _ _ _ _ _i 
_ aL _ _ _. L_ ._ ._ . .__.._ 
1-(1 24 4 10 12
 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
 
SYNDOL ASPECT PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 a Sao MAC. a Z50 AREA 200 coo REFS 0 3210 SO FT 
11 1 DOD LSWEP 45 oo TSWEEP is 000 REFL a 2300 FT 
1 50,00 PT
0ReFre
1 Sao0 ALPHA 2 Goo 
 XMRF 5 5 2 0 IN 
z DOD YHRF a 0000 
ZMRP 2 4000 IN 
REFERENCE FILE SCALE 1 8750 PCT 
MSC SER 38 S-5 ORBITER BWHV102 CRG7017) 11 FEB 71 PAGE 22
 
LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL STABILITY CHARACTERISTICS, MSC S-5 ORB. ASPECT RATIO EFFECT
 




Z -'"4 -_.__ . .. _ __. 
-d02 
U-
CZ 0 4 
S 
°-











-10 - 8 - 4 -2 0 2 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES 
PARAMETRIC VALM/S 
HACH 0 250 AREA 200 00 
Ls p 45 000 T73WEP is ogo 
ALPHA 2 000 
RFERENCE FILE 
4 6 a so S2 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 0 3210 So FT 
REF. 0 2300 FT 
XMRP 1 3200 IN 
YMRP 0 0000 
ZMRP z 4000 IN 
SCALE I 0750 PCr 
MSC SER 38 S-5 ORBITER BWHVI02 CRG7017) 11 FEB 71 PAGE 23 


















SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES 
SYMBOL ASPECT PARAMETRIC VALVES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 a 500 MACH a Z50 AREA 200 000 REFS 0 3210 SQ FT 
1 BOB0 LSWEF 45 Goo TSWEE2F is Goo REFL 0 2300 FT 
0REFS 1 5000 FT 
0 1.500 ALPHA 2 Soo X14RP 15 5200 IN 
ova00 YHRP 0 0000 
ZNR P 2 4110 IN 
SCALE 1 8750 PCT 
REFERENCE FILE 
MSC SER 38 S-5 ORBITER BWHV102 ERG70173 11 FEB 71 PAGE 24 
LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL STABILITY DATA, MSC S-5 ORB, EFFECT OF LEADING EDGE SWEEP
 













-So -fl -4 -2 	 I 4 6 a 10 it 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
 
YMBOL LS EP PARA MTRICVALES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 B BUD ACH 0 250 AREA 20 0 000 	 REFS 0 3210 SQ FT 
o 	 15 goo ASPECT 2 000 TSIEEP a BOo REF 0 2300 FT 
REFS 1 5000 FT0 30 0oo ALFNA t 00000XMRP 15 1 20 IN
 
£ 4500 
 YNRP 0 0000 




MSC SER 38 S-5 ORBITER BWHV127 	 CRG704-3) 11 FEB 71 PAGE 25
 
I 


















Z~~ _ a4_ _ 
-10 
- 12Z 1 -B -6 *• - 10 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES 
SYMBOL LSkEEF PARAMETRZC VALUES REFERENCE I1FORHATION 
a Goo MACH a 250 AREA 200 OD REPFS a 321Zi S FT 
S 30 Dan ALPHA 
15 DD SFCT00 T [P













45 Duo VMRP a DOUG 
ZMRP 2 4000 IN 
REFERENCE FILE SCALE 1 8750 PCT 
MSC SER 38 S-5 ORBITER BWHV127 CRG7043) 11 FEB 71 PAGE 26 



















2 -. 06 





-10 - - - 4 -2 0 2 4 8 8 t0 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
 
SYOL LSIEEP PARAKETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORHATIOU 
o 0o0o MACH 0 250 AREA 200 c0 REFS 0 3210 SQ FT 
o goo00 ASPECT 2 ova TSMlEEP a goo REFL 0 2300 FT REFS 1 5000 FT
o 50 000 ALPMA 2 000 XNRP 15 5200 IN
 
A 45 000 TMRP 0 0000
 
ZMRP 2 4000 IN 
flRncME FILE SCALE 1 8750 PC
 
MSC SER 38 S-5 ORBITER BWHV127 CRG70433 11 FEB 71 PAGE 27
 
__ 


















-2 -±0 -e -6 -4 -2 2 4 6 10 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
REFERENCE0 3 INFORMATIONz10 $Q FTSYMBOL TS EP PARAMETRIC VALUES o o REFS A H 0 250 AREA o o T000 REFL 0 230D 





ZMRP 2 4all IN 
SCALE I 8750 PCTREFCRENCE FILE 
MSC SER 38 S-5 ORBITER BWHVIOI CRG7020) 11 FEB 71 PAGE 28
 
LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL STABILITY DATA. MSC S-5 ORB. EFFECT OF TRAILING EDGE SWEEP
 
. .I.





- - - a - - 2 a 2 4 a a to It 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL r3WZP PARAMETIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 0 00 ACH a 250 AREA 200000 R F S a 3 10 S a F T 
13 Isago ASPECT a Sao LSwep 45 000 REFL 0 2300 FT 
30OG APA a00REFS 1 5000 FT 30OO APA 15 $200 IN00XmRP 
YMRP 0 0000 
ZMRP 2 4000 IN 
REFERENCE FILE SCALE 1 orso PCT 
MSC $ER 38 S-5 ORBITER BWHVIOI CRGT0203 11 FEB 71 PAGE 29
 
































-. 08 -___ 
10 z

-a -8 4 - 0 2 4 8 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
 
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SYMBOL TIEEP FARAMETRIC VALUES 

200 000 REFS 0 3210 So FT
 
REFL 0 300 FT
 
a 000 MACH 0 250 AREA 

LSWEF 45 000
O 15.000 ASPECT 0 500 REFS 1 500 FT
 
30 000 ALPHA 2 000 
 XHRF 15 5200 IN
 YHRP 0 0000 
ZMRF 2 4000 IN 
SCALE 1 875 PCT 
REFERENCE FILE
 
MSC SER 38 S-5 ORBITER BWHV1OI CR67020) 11 FEB 71 PAGE 30
 








**Z -10 -0 - 6 - 4 - 2 0 2 4G810 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL TsIeHp PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 0 000 MACH 0 250 AREA 200 000 REFS 0 3210 So FT 
El 15 Go ASPECT 0 son L2 lEP 30 000 22FL 0 2300 FT 





YNRP 0 0000 
ZHRP 2 4110 IN 
REFERENCE FILE SCALE 1 0750 PCT 
MSC SER 38 S-5 ORBITER BWHV104 CRG70221 L1 FEB 71 PAGE 31 
LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL STABILITY DATA. MSC S-5 ORB, EFFECT OF TRAILING EDGE SWEEP
 
12 -r'--:) ,r-- ;i*t - J -* -t* e-r trl) I:e s6l 



























4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10 1e112 -10 -8 -6 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
 
gy aOL TSUCEP PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 0 3210 So FT
 
REFL 0 2300 FT
 
0 0 OD MACH 0 250 AREA 200.000 

±5 000 ASPECT 0 500 LSlEEP 30 oo REFS 1 5000 FT 
o 30 000 ALPHA 2 Do XHRP 15 5200 INYHRP 0 0000
 
ZHRP 2 4000 IN
 




MSC SER 38 S-5 ORBITER BWHV1O4 CRG70223 11 FEB 71 PAGE 32
 
LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL STABILITY DATA, MSC S-5 ORB, EFFECT OF TRAILING EDGE SWEEP
 











S -. 05 _ _ __ _ _ _ 
z -° s 
iz-.0 
- -10 - -4 -4 - 2 A 6 t It 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
 
SyNTO,. TSeCP PARAHETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORHATION 













XHRPYNRP is 3Z00 a 000 IN 
ZNRP Z 4000 IN 
EPERENCE FILE SCALE 1 8750 PCT 
MSC SER 38 S-5 ORBITER BWHV1O4 CRG7022) 11 FEB 71 PAGE 33 
--
2 






Z12 -10 a 4 -2 1) 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETti, 
2 4 
DEGREES 
6 a 10 12 
SYMBOL 
0 







a 250 AREA 






REFS a 3210 S FT 
REPFL 0 2300 FT 
REFB 1 5000 FT 
XMRP is 520a IN 
YMRF 0 0000 
ZMRP 2 4000 IN SCALE 1 8750 PCT 
MSC SER 38 S-5 ORBITER BWHV107 ERG70253 11 FEB 71 PAGE 34 














-10-to 0 * -4 *2 0 2 4 6 8 10SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL TSWEEF PARAMETRIC VALUES REFCREN¢E INFORMATION 
a 0 coo MACH a 250 AREA ZOO OGO REFS 0 3210 SQ FT 
C3 IS goo ASPECT a Sao LSWEEF is GOG REFLZ -F0 0 23001 Saco FTFT 
ALPHA 2 goo XMRP is $200 IN 
TARFP 0 0000 
ZMR P 2 4000 IN 
REFERENCE FILE SCALE 1 875so PCT 
MSC SER 38 S-5 ORBITER BWHVI07 CRG70253 11 FEB 71 PAGE 35 
12 
LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL STABILITY DATA, MSC S-5 ORB. EFFECT OF TRAILING EDGE SWEEP
 









- -0 ____ 
CD 
-J 
0-12 -10 -s8 -6 - 4 - 2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
SYMBOL TSkIEEP PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
O 0 000 MACH 0 250 AREA 200 000 REPS 0 3210 so Fr 
o 15 000 ASPECT 0 500 LSWJEP 15 000 REFL 0 2300 FT 
APA 200REFS I 5000 FT 
YHRP 0 0000 
ZMRP 2 4000 " 
RE££C IESCALE 1 5750 PCT 
36
MSC SER 38 S-5 ORBITER BWtHV107 CRG7025) II FEB 71 PAGE 









IL.0 d t____ t I _ ___OIr I J f i 
-4 -30 4 - 0 2 4 ___a_ 0 10 to 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES 
SYMBO ASPECT PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
* a Sao MACH 01250 AREA zoo,0ca REFS a 3210 SQ FT 
* I c o o L S WE F 0 , 0 0 TS WE P 0 . 000 REF B I $c o o F T 
* z oo ALPHA 2100D XMRF 15 $zoo IN 
1RPIRP 0 a00002 4 0 IN 
REFERENCE FILE SCALE 1.8750 PCT 
MSC SER 38 S-5 ORBITER OWHVIOS CRG7027] 11 FEB 71 PAGE 37 
____ 



















2 -- 8 -6 4 - 2 a e 4 	 8 in 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL ASPECT PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
o 0500 MACH 0 250 AREA 200 000 REFS 0 5210 SQ FT 
0 1 ago LSWEP 0 0o TS.EF 0 000 REFL 0 2300 Fr 
REFS 1 5000 FT




ZMRP 2 4000 IN
 
REFERENC FILE SCALE 1 8150 PCT
 
MSC SER 38 S-5 ORBITER BWHVIO9 	 CRG7027) 11 FEB 71 PAGE 38
 
LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL STABILITY CHARACTERISTICS, MSC S-5 ORB. ASPECT RATIO EFFECT
 










Z .00 ALHA aGo _ -
-S c2 - 6 a 2 a 2 4 0 2 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
SYMBO)L ASPECT PARAMETRIC VALUZS REFERENCE INFORMATION 
a 0 Sao MACH a 950 AREA 200 cup REFS a 3210 SO FT 
S D LSWEEP a acla T31CEP a 000 REML 0 2300 FT.0XHRP IN
R00 151 50002  FT 
YRP 0 0000
 
Z14RP 2 4000 IN
 
SCALE I 0750 PCTRFEreMCE FILEr 

MSC SER 38 S-5 ORBITER BWHVIO9 CR670271 11 FEB 71 PAGE 39
 











MSC SER 38 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES 
PARAMETRIC VALUES 
MDACH a 250 AREA zoo 000 
ASPECT 1 coo LSWEEP 45 000 
ALPHA 2 coo 
SIFERENCEFILE 
S-5 ORBITER BWHV110 RG702) 11 FEB 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 3210 So FT 
EFL 0 Z300 FT 
REFS 1 5 Goo FT 
XMR F is !200 IN 
YHRP 0 ouOZ-RP 2400 INSCALE 875 PCT 
71 PAGE 40 















'' z -10 -# - 2 4 6 104 0 so 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
 
STMBal. TSWEEP PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATICNt 
0 a ago MACH 0 250 AREA 2O00co REFS 0 3210 So FT 
0 25 coo ASPECT 1.000 LSWEP 45 coo REFL a 2300 FT 
0 0co APA 1 3000 Fr2'0REF8
@ 0 OGXMRP IN
00 ALHA 15 5200 
YMRP 0 G00o 
ZNRF 2 4000 IN 
NEFERENCE FILE SCALE I $?so PCT 
MSC SER 38 S-5 ORBITER BWHVIIO CR070281 11 FEB 71 PAGE 41
 
_ _ __ __ 
LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL STABILITY DATA. MSC S-5 ORB. EFFECT OF TRAILING EDGE SWEEP
 
04 	 r-- ,----r, -- - f 















Z INX - 05 
Do 
CJ - 07 
I I I l . I .Ii 	 l l
l 
a I I l I lI 
2=12 -20 - -6 - 4 - 0 	 4 6 a 20 19 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL TsWEEF PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0Oc M0ACH 0 250 AREI 200 Goo REFS 0 3210 So FT 0 	 REFL 0 230a FT 
REFS 1 Saco FT 
D is 0r0 ASPECT I oo LSWEP 45 000 






SCALE 1 $760 PCTREFERENCE FILE 

MSC SER 38 S-5 ORBITER BWHVllO 	 [RG70283 11 FEB 71 PAGE 42
 






















- so a - , DE REESBET
NGLE INFOR MATIONR FERENCSIDE SLIP 
 $ FT 
S MBO L : Sb[P T 
3210
PARA ETRICVALUES REF P S 
200 000 REFL 2300 
0 DOB MACH 0 .250 AREA 
0 30 0001 1000 LS VP 0 a IN00ODD A ECT X KRP 15 5 

FT
1 50011 z ODD REFS 




R 3 8 S -5 O R E B YHRP $750 PeT
-






I I I / 
r, [ 1 i IA I I I 
,I - ,, . ,.,- - J .t i-- _ 4. 







IIIi J i i 
I-








fl 0 VoOI MACH 





MISC SER 38 S-5 ORBITER RWHV113 

2R-4 




0 05SO AREA ?00 0030 
1 000 LSI.EEP 30 000 























~P YHRP 0E 4 FTIE1FB7 AE
a UooZKRP 2 4000 IN 
SCALE 1 8750 Pcr 




Z300 s PT 
5000 FT 
5200 IN 





















Z -te -10 - 6 4 2 a 2 4 a s 10 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE# BETA, DEGREES
 
SINSOL. TSw[£p PARAMETRIC VALUES- REFERENCE INFORMATION 
S 0 oo MAC" a 25O AREA zoo Goo REFS a 3210 SO FT 
is ASPE CT 1 00O LSWEEP 30 001; a 2300 FT1000 :EFL3 AEF 5000 FT 
0 2003. 0 LPH IRP 15 5200 IN 
Y-RP a GO0O 
ZMRP 2 4000 IN 
REFERENCE FILE SCALE 1 8750 PCT 





LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL STABILITY DATA. MSC S-5 ORB, EFFECT OF TRAILING EDGE SWEEP
I 	 I 
4	 I -II__ 
u 2-
LLI 
u kslI-1 ° 
wU 
-D 
u - 2 
-6T
 
. -	 a0 6-1 -4 - 2 0 2 6 a 10 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL rStCEP PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
a a MACH AREA 200 Ogg REPS 0 3210 SO FTROO 0 250 
1515 000 t.5EF RFL 0 FT2 T	 2300I5 000 	 ASPECT 1 OGG LSREE 00E 

ALPHA z 000 
 REFS 1 5000 FT 
YNRP 0 0000 
ZNRP 2 4000 IN 
RFERENCE FILE 	 SCALE 1 8750 PCT 
MSC SER 38 5-5 ORBITER BWHVI16 	 CRG7033) 11 FEB 71 PAGE, 46
 
LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL STABILITY DATA, tSC S-5 ORB, EFFECT OF TRAILING EDGE SWEEP
 
In 










- -10 - - -4 -z a 4 a 8 1o 1* 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
 
syv0t. TSWCEP PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 0 000 MACH 0 20 AREA 200 0oo PEFS 0 53210 SQ FT 
o is oo ASPECT 1 000 LSWEEP 15 oo REFL 0 2300 FT REF 1 5000 FTALPHA 2000 XHRP 15 5200 IN 
YMRP 0 0000 
ZMRP 2 4000 IN 
EFEECS FIL SCALE 1 870 PCT 
MSC SER 38 S-5 ORBITER BWHV1IS CRG70331 11 FEB 71 PAGE 47
 



















0 a Goo 
is Goo 
MSC SER 38 
-10 
-4 -2 4 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
PARAMETRIC VALUES 
HACH 9 250 AREA 200 000 
ASPECT 1 000 LSWEEP 15 ous 
ALPHA 2 Goo 
IMFERENCE FILE 
S-5 ORBITER BWHV11S [RG7033) 11 
2 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 0 3210 SQ FT 
REFL 0 2300 FT 
REF8 1 suou FTXrRP 15 .2UO IN 
YNRF a 0000 
ZNRP 2 4000 IN 
SCALE 1 a7so PcT 
FEB 71 PAGE 48 
LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL STABILITY DATA, MSC S-5 ORB EFFECT OF TRAILING EDGE SWEEP












-SO S - • - 4 - 0 2 4 a to% It 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA@ DEGREES
 
SYMi. TSWEEP PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
a goo MACH a 250 AREA goo 000 REFS 0 3210 SQ FT 
is 000 ASPECT z 000 LSWEEP 45 coo REFL 0 2300 FT 
S 30 000 ALPHA Z.000 
 XRP 15 5000 FT 
YNRP 1 010, 1 
MNp 2 4 0. IN SCALE 1 1750 PCTREFERENCE FILE 

NSC SER 38 S-5 ORBITER BWHV119 CRG70361 11 FEB 7! PAGE 49
 
-10 














- 04 -- 4 
Lii 
I- o 
-12 - -6 -4 -2 a 2 4 s a IS 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
SYMSOL TSIEP PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 a DOD WACN a 250 AREA 200 o0 REFS 0 52:0 5Q FT 







30 Duo ALPHA 2 000 XMRP 15 5200 IN 
YMRP 
ZMRP 
0 00002 4000 IN 
SCALE I 87SQ PCT 
REFERENCE FILE
 
















- r i i t -~ i * J 	 ± iC... - _______I 	 I 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA4 DEGREES
 
SYMSOL TSt E PARANETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORNATION 
O 0a0 ACH 0 250 AREA 200 000 REPS 0 3210 50 FTco
.00D ASPECT 2 000 LS eEP 45 000 REPL 0 2300 FT 




ZNRP 2 4000 IN
 
RF R NC E FILE CALE 1 7 0 PCT
 
NSC SER 38 5-5 ORBITER BWHVI1S 	 CR67036) 11 FEB 71 PAGE 51
 






















Z -0 e 6 - 4 2 
 2 4 1 it 1 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL SUEEP PARAMETRIC VALUESE-

0 is 000 ASPECT 2 0 LSWEP REFERENCE INFORMATIONa Go D ACH a 250 30 aoAREA 200 GOD 
 REFS
REFL 0 3210 S0FTa 2300 FT 
O 0 00XMRPOD ALHA
o APH R0coEFB 1 saga FTis5 200 IN
YRP 
 a D000 
ZMRP 2 4000REFERENCE FILE N $CA LE 1 eyso PCT 
MSC SER 38 S-5 ORBITER BWHV122 
 ERG7038) 11 FEB 71 PAGE 52
 







o j -to a -6 -4 -2 2 4 6 a lo 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES 
symoot TSWEEP PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
a a aGO MACH 0 250 AREA 200400O REFS a 3210 SQ FT 
0 25 000 ASPECT 2 coo L$WrP 30 000 RCFL a 2300 Fr 







a 00002 4000 IN 
REFERENCE FILE SCALE 1 8750 PCT 
MSC SER 38 S-5 ORBITER BWHV122 CRG7038) 11 FEB 71 PAGE 53
 
4 



















-. '-	 81 
L)-	 4 2 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BET^, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL $SIEEP FARAhE RIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORHATION 
o 0 Goo MACH 0 250 AREA zoo 000 	 REFS 0 3210 SQ FT 
o 	 isgoo ASPECT 2 0OD LStEEP 30 oo REVL 0 2300 FT 
REFB I 5cOc FToRo n ALPHA Goo 




ZNRP 2 4000 IN
 
SCALE 1 8750 P-T
REFERENCE FILE 

MSC SER 38 S-5 ORBITER BWHVI22 	 CRG7038) II FEB 71 PAGE 54
 
--
















SIDE SLIP ANGLE- BETA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL T•WEEP PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 gapg MAC" a zSu AREA zoo 000 RIPS 0 3zlG Se rT 
is1 000 ASPECT 2 oo LSWEEP tsf 000 REFL a 2300 f-T 
ALPHA 2 ago XNR8P IS 1200 IN 
YNRP 0 1O000 
ZIRP 9 4000 IN 
REFERENCE FILE SCALE 1 8750 PCT 
MSC SER 38 S-5 ORBITER BWHVI25 CR07041) 11 FES 71 PAGE 55 
LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL STABILITY DATA, MSC S-5 ORB, EFFECT OF TRAILING EDGE SWEEP









Z - 02 
z -00 
- us 
-S -1 -s -- 4 -a 0 2 4 6 8 12
10 

SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL TStEEP PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORHATION 
0000 MACH a 250 AREA zoo Dug REFS 0 3210 3Q FT 
5 go ASPECT z 000 LSWCEP 15 goo REFSPL 0 2300 FTI Saco FT 
ALPHA 2 ao 0 xmP 1 500 IN 
YHRP a 0000 
ZHRP 2 40o IN 
SCALE 1 0750 PCTRFERENCF FILE 
MSC SER 38 S-5 ORBITER BWHV125 CR67041) 11 FEB 71 PAGE 56
 

















L-.o _ _, 
all 
*Gz -10 a a 2 a 4 6 8 to 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
 
SYMSOL TSWC£P PARAMETRIC VALUCS REFERENCE INFORMATION 
a a OS0 MACH a 250 AREA 200 000 REFS 0 3210 30 FT 
13 is cou ASPET 9 Oa LSWTEP is co REFL u ZSOD FT 
APA 9aoREFR 1 5000 FT APA 0 X"RP 5 2 0 IN 
yNRP a 0000 
ZURP 2 4000 IN 
REFERCNCE FILE SCALE 1 a750 PCTI 
MSC SER 38 S-5 ORBITER BWHV125 (RGT041) 11 FEB 71 PAGE 57
 
--
LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL STABILITY CHARACTERISTICS, MSC S-5 ORB. EFFECT OF AREA
 
I j. 














aL..J 4.. L L 
 .Lt.....±. L...L. LS... .t. .WL .L .4
-1 06 -4 -2 G 2 4 6 a s 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
SYMBL AREA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
o IOU ODD MACH a 250 ASPECT 1 000 REFS 0 3210 SQ FT 
o zoo coo LSIEEP a 000 TSI.EF a 000 REFL 0 2300 FT 
RErg 1 5000 FTo 500 000 ALPHA 2.000 XHRF 15 5200 IN 
5o 000 YIRP 0 0000 
ZNRP z 4000 IN 
SCALE 1 875a PCT
 RFERENCE FILE 

MSC SER 38 S-5 ORBITER BWHV128 CRG70443 11 FEB 71 PAGE 58
 
LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL STABILITY CHARACTERISTICS MSC S-5 ORB. EFFECT OF AREA
 








UI _ _ _ _ _I- - _ _ _ - - - - __ _ _ _ 
z Ml 
.0 i ' -. I0L 
-. 
-210 a - a --4 "2 02 4 1la 2 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL AREA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 100 Goo ACH a 250 ASPECTLSWEP 0 Go a EF 32 00 Goa aloe
Z3 00 a T WEP I o R L 0a S Q F IT T 
1 5000 FT30GoREFSoa APH
@SO 200X 0 LHA P0 15 5 200 IN 
a S0 o o YMIRP a agoo 
ZMRP Z 4000 IN 
REFERENCE FILE SCALE 1.6750 Pcr
 
tASC SER 38 S-5 ORBITER BWHV128 CRG7044) 11 FEB 71 PAGE 59 





I I -. 
S 00 _________ 
C 














Z -0 __ 
Ca
 
Ztiz -10 -8 - -4 -2 a 2 4 6 a 10 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL AR6- PARAMETRIC VALVES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 1 0, MOACH 0 250 ASPECT 1 000 REFS 0 3210 SQ FT2 0 0 0 0 GO ~ T$ L P £ P G G EF L a 2 3 0 0 F T
-300 000 -P SIDE SLIPANGLXERP
6 -2 BETzoo DR 4 R 1000 FT 
o 500 A2 S0yHRP 0 Sog 
ZHRP 2 4000 in 
SCALE 1 750 FPT REFERENCE FILE 









LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL STABILITY DATA, MSC S-5 ORB. COMPARISON OF V3 DATA
 
44 
L,. 	 1 0 
uI 
-ii 
____________ I- I I 
w 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
SYMBOL. MAC" PARAMETRIC VALUES 
0 a 250 AREA REFERENCE INFORMATION?41 200 ASPECT 
 a 980 

REFS a 3210LSbCE s coo TSWEEP 	 SQ FTis coo 

ALA r coo 	 REFL 0 2300 FT 
REFS I Saco FT 









SCALE 1 8750 PCT 
MSC SER 38 S-5 ORBITER BWHV3 
 ERGT48) 11 FEB 71 
 PAGE 61
 
_ _ _ 
LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL STABILITY DATA, MSC S-5 ORB. COMPARISON OF V3 DATA
 







_ _ _ _ _ 







a -10 -	 4 -2 a 2 4 6 a 10 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
 
SyMS:OL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 a .10 	 AREA 241 200 ASPECT a 980 REFS 0 3210 So FT 
LSWEPF AS oo TSWEEP 15 goo C£FL 0 Z300 FTSIDESLIEANLE. TA0DEREE REF8 1 5noo FTALPHA 2 0-. 	 X0R5 15 52DO IN
 
YRRP 0 0090
ZRP 1 4000 IN 
FERENCE FILE1 50 T 
MSC SER 38 S-5 ORBITER BWHV3 	 CRG7048) 11 FEB 71 PAGE 62
 
LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL STABILITY DATA, MSC S-5 ORB COMPARISON OF V3 DATA
 

















a -10 -- - 4 - a _ 4 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
 
SykS OL "ACM PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCC INFORMATION 
Z-00 a 250 AREA 241 zoo ASPECT a 980 REFS a 3210 se FT 
LSWEEP 45 ago 13$EEP is coo RZFL a 2300 FT 
APA 200REFS 1 5000 FT ALH 20°XMRP 15 320a IN 
YMRF 0 0000 
ZNRP 2 ,4coo IN 
SCALE 1 8750 PCTREFRENCE FILE 

MSC SER 38 S-5 ORBITER BWHV3 CRG7048) 11 FEB 71 PAGE 63
 
